White Mask, 2009. Collage on paper, 48 x 41 cm
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CHAPTER 11

Bridget Thompson

The restoration of Mas in the Cape
Carnival: Lionel Davis and the masking
and unmasking of (African) identities
Dedicated to Lionel’s father, Johnny Davis, in turn to Johnny’s parents and
his parents’ parents and those before them, who were displaced from Africa
to the new world by slavery, found their way back to Sierra Leone, West
Africa and from there to South Africa where they made a home amongst
the ‘coloured’1 people of Cape Town.
Lionel Davis’ art depicts a society which is coming out of a fog to find itself,
recognise its history and heritage, collage together its truth, reveal the mask of
its pain and unmask its own identity and heritage. This is the freedom that the
1994 transition to a democratic society in South Africa brought to Davis’ life and
artistic work, a freedom to tell truths as yet untold.2
Davis’ art reminds us of the experiences which shape the identities of individuals
and the culture of a collective in the complex mix of people that have found
themselves in Cape Town over the past three and a half-centuries. A suppressed
aspect of that collective’s voice rose up in Davis’ ground-breaking exhibition
Maskerade held at the Association for Visual Arts Gallery in central Cape Town
in August 2009. This exhibition showed Davis’ treatment of masks in a number of
different ways: through paper collage portraits of people, screenprints of carnival
and an extraordinary self-portrait (Reclamation) which links all the dimensions of
his life and heritage. It was the first exhibition to overtly connect Cape Culture with
Africa and the African diaspora, through the medium of the mask.
After growing up in District Six,3 which was dominated by an oppressed creole
culture where a complex striving for whiteness created a range of emotions
from pain to shame about African ancestry, the political struggle for liberation
from apartheid led Davis to re-connect with his own African heritage. The artist
condenses his observations of people, cultures, history and pain into portraiture.
This is a portraiture which goes far beyond the literal depiction of faces, into
masks that tell stories of his society.

1

This problematic apartheid era nomenclature is used as a shorthand
to describe the creole community shaped during two centuries of
slavery at the Cape, comprising enslaved peoples and political prisoners
brought from present day Indonesia
when it was under the rule of the
Dutch East India Company, enslaved
peoples from India, Madagascar, East
and West Africa, Dutch and British settlers and the indigenous Khoi San.

Davis’ portraits of individuals are constructed from collages of tiny pieces of
paper cut from magazines and pamphlets. Fragments are layered next to each
other creating dimensions, shadows, curves and facial features with momentary
expressions captured in a mask of facial rigor mortis. Here masking reveals more
than it hides, highlighting pain, anger and death-in-life.

2

In 1994 Lionel Davis was 58 years old
and was able to vote for the first time.

3

A district close to the centre of the city
of Cape Town and settled in the 18th
century by people recently freed from
slavery, among others.

These masks as portraits speak to the experience of life under apartheid in
a community, which has a continuum of pain that far precedes apartheid’s
relatively short five decades of human social engineering. We are reminded
that in 1658, a few years after Van Riebeeck’s arrival at the Cape in 1652, the
first enslaved peoples were brought to the Cape from West Africa. Slavery as
a system dominated at the Cape until 1834-38 when enslaved peoples were
‘freed’. This system segued into an equally inhumane dispensation which lasted
another century or more. By 1856 the notoriously cruel Masters and Servants Act
was promulgated and not repealed until nearly a century later in 1974, perhaps in
response to the worker uprisings in Durban in 1973.

4

Reproductions of Davis’ works were
used in a nine province, 17 venue tour
to community art centres in peri-urban and rural areas in 2010-2011, as
part of an educational programme
run by the Arts and Ubuntu Trust.

Historians speak of the long duree of history when social systems and processes
unfold behind the backs of participants who don’t live long enough to see the
beginning, middle and end of processes. The everyday experience of centuries of
pain is clear in these masks as portraits, whose emotional power was a constant
draw card in exhibitions of Davis’ work in a tour of rural and peri-urban South Africa.4
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A group of works on the theme of the Cape Carnival using variously collage,
ink and paint, seems to speak to the pain of despised heritages which are
sometimes parodied in the Cape Carnival mask as well as to the multi-layered
complexity of identities within the community of carnival participants. When
you are pushed against the wall perhaps the only form of resistance other than
death is to parody the forces that are pushing you. Parody and carnival are
therefore often a major form of expression in formerly enslaved societies. The
mask of carnival is an important alter-ego.

In Harmony, 2009. Mixed media on
paper, 45.5 x 31.5 cm

5

Our Language, Our Music, Our City?,
directed by Abdulkadir Ahmed Said
and Bridget Thompson (Tomas films,
2003).

6

Mas (derived from mask) is the popular term used to describe carnivals
in the Caribbean, as well as in places
such as the UK where the carnival tradition stems from the Caribbean.

7

Denis-Constant Martin, Coon Carnival
New Year in Cape Town, Past and Present (Cape Town: David Philip, 1999).

8

Afrikaans for ‘Second New Year’, a
social practice that only occurs in the
Western Cape province.

9

Vincent Kolbe in Said and Thompson,
Our Language, Our Music, Our City?,
2003.

10 In 1952, the 300th anniversary of Van
Riebeeck’s arrival at the Cape, moppies made fun of Van Riebeeck (“Van
Riebeeck se ding was vim, Maria se
kat was nat”), and when VAT was first
introduced this was the topic of moppies. Further examples abound.
11

If we consider that the shells and
the cross hatched ochre found at
the Blombos Cave in the Western
Cape are the first proof of human
behaviour and are dated 70000
years ago, we can assume that the
capacity for abstract thought and
metaphorical expression distinguishes man from animals and man from
man’s antecedents.

In 2009 in Barbados, one of the first ports of call in the Atlantic slavery crossings,
I had shown a documentary on Cape music,5 which naturally featured a lot of
carnival footage. The response was an astonished “so they have Mas there too?”6
I was in turn struck at how easily the term Mas (or mask) was linked to carnival
by Caribbeans. It’s not the same in Cape Town where there has been a tortured
naming and renaming from coons to minstrels, not forgetting the term favoured
by participants, Klopse. Yet the essence of carnival, the term mask, has not been
part of this naming game, although the effects of masking are an integral part of
the release experienced during carnival. As Denis-Constant Martin notes, “revellers
choose their mask – they can be what they are not allowed to be during the rest
of the year, what they would not dare to be... In a word the mask confers freedom;
freedom to be, freedom to act, freedom to say and freedom to choose.”7
The Klopse carnival’s roots are in the lives of formerly enslaved peoples and
their descendants, whose celebrations of freedom traditionally started on Guy
Fawkes day (4 November) and ran through the actual day of emancipation from
slavery in 1838 (1 December) until and including Tweede Nuwe Jaar (2nd January),
traditionally a working class holiday in the Western Cape.8
Carnival was described by historian Vincent Kolbe as a time when the working class
of Cape Town reclaim the streets.9 It is a time when many among the working class
of Cape Town take on alter-egos by donning costumes, painting their faces and
entering into rituals of song and dance through which they reclaim themselves, their
deepest feelings and enter a state of tariq (ecstasy) through dance. ‘Moppies’ songs,
often based on contemporary popular songs but with lyrics adapted to parody
current social occurrences,10 are the vehicle for social critique.
Wearing a mask and a costume in an annual ritual allows the Klopse freedom
from self in a way which deploys the first principle of human behavior,11 the
ability to communicate metaphorically and not only literally. In African culture,
more or less the length and breadth of the continent, this has been a vital part
of artistic practices with strong social roots. The 400 years tradition of Swahili
poetry or the even more ancient practice of the art of the Iimbongi of Southern
Africa or the griots of West Africa who have declaimed ‘praises’ or ancestral
lineages (not literally praises) for perhaps thousands of years. These are
examples, of metaphorical language used to criticise, guide and tell the history
of their peoples. By expressing criticism, symbolically, these societies practice
what makes human’s human and civilised. Masks are part of this metaphoric
language, being used in many different rituals across the continent, linking the
spiritual and physical, and communing with the ancestors.
The Cape carnival has all of these features. It has much in common with carnivals
in other Afro-descendant former slave societies in the Caribbean and Latin America
and conforms to Bakhtin’s notion of carnival as a form of folk self-expression.12
However, it has remained largely the preserve of the ‘coloured’ working class in
Cape Town. It remains separate from other forms of African metaphoric expression
in this region and deploys the mask almost derisively of this identity.13
In the ‘coloured’ community the striving to cope in a white dominated society
saw African heritages belittled and ‘masked’. Accents reminiscent of an African
background were frowned on and names were changed. Darker skinned relatives
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Mask 8, 2009. Collage on paper, 59 x 48 cm
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were hidden from view or their presence in a domestic space explained as them
being servants of the home. These maskings were experienced personally by
Davis, occurring in his extended family and towards his own person. Unmasking
happened in a sub conscious process in his studio, a process which was driven by
an attempt to reclaim something central to the self. As he puts it:
We have been denied this opportunity to even understand the language, the
culture of our forefathers, and they used to say that the people who were
classified as coloureds have no culture. So for me, embracing the mask, I
thought in so many different dimensions and what it actually speaks to is
trying to reclaim that which has been denied me, so yes this is my journey.14
Davis’ experience on Robben Island as a political prisoner (1964-71) was the first
time he shared an everyday life and deep common bond with people brought
up within African culture. He describes this experience as “beautiful” and sees it
as pre-figuring a later artistic awakening.
In an interview with the Arts and Ubuntu Trust in 2011, Davis described how meeting
the artist Ernest Mancoba in 1994 opened his eyes to an African expression in art:
“If I think in terms of my own way of seeing, I was schooled in a western
paradigm where we learn that the head goes into the body x number of
times. That there is a thing [called] perspective... This was [developed] during
the Renaissance and this is the way we have been seeing things for centuries
now. But here comes a school of thought that says ‘we do not have to see
things in the way that it has always been seen’. If you think in terms of African
art, where the font of knowledge would be the head, that is why the head
is so much bigger than the rest of the body. Now that is actually subverting
everything… I began to see things also differently through learning about
African cultures that the spiritual and the aesthetic are all part of one. It is
Mancoba… that crystallised [these ideas] for me, that change in seeing things.’
It follows that the masks in Davis’ art are as much an unmasking to reveal an
inner truth as they are a masking to create a new liberated persona. Davis’
ancestral lineage endured a long durée of dehumanisation, slavery and
oppression. His ancestors were enslaved, taken across the Atlantic Ocean from
West Africa, survived inhumane conditions, resettled in West Africa, came to the
Cape and then lived under the deep bite of oppression again until apartheid
ended in 1994. In his work masks come to represent not only his bloodline but all
enslaved and oppressed peoples.
12

Mikhail Bakhtin (1875-1975), Russian
philosopher and literary critic, expounds these ideas in Rabelais and
his world: carnivalesque and grotesque (Indiana: Indiana University
Press, 1984).

13

Many participants model their face
paint on black face minstrels.

14

Interview with the artist, 2015.

15

Enslaved and oppressed peoples have
no records of their ancestors, no portraits; they live and die anonymously.
The titles of two books by Jamaican
novelist and historian, Orlando Patterson, succinctly capture the problem:
An Absence of Ruins (London: Hutchinson, 1967) and Slavery and Social
Death (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1982).

The portraits as masks can function as a moment in which time is frozen and a mask
of the pain of oppression is caught, almost as a rigor mortis (death mask) of a long
dead ancestor who was not recognised as a human being during their lifetime and
died in bondage.15 By acknowledging them and their pain in these works, Davis depicts
his ancestors as human beings and not as ‘slaves’, thereby symbolically freeing them.
The screenprints created by the artist over the past two decades are intriguing
multi-layered images, whose production seldom follows the usual processes
of silkscreening. Davis sometimes used excess ink and re-used old screens
and at others used unsatisfactory prints, cut them up, collaged them and
drew into them. Images, apparently disconnected, are layered over others in a
subconscious process of image-making which allows deeper residues of the
artist’s intent to manifest and a multi-faceted story to be told. Images apparently
disconnected are layered over others, but the artist, almost magically, arrives
at unified pictures in which it seems he references all the traditions of masking
relevant to his life.
Drawing from his subconscious in this way Davis, in one instance, portrays
the Klopse, familiar from his narrative linocuts from 1994, in their uniforms and
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Mask (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media and collage on paper, 50 x 43.5 cm
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marching formations as a foundation image to a looser freer movement of
people, some masked in traditional African masks yet seemingly with the same
frenzied gestures, energy and intensity of the Klopse voorloper.16
Davis compares the Klopse experience to other ways in which trance is achieved
for religious purposes:

Reclamation, 2005.

In Islam [there] is this repeated chant, a repeated chant that almost
transforms you... and you think in terms of the dance of the Bushmen, that
trance-dance that you become somebody else, not the person that you
are normally, you are a different person... and if you said (see?) that when
the guys that repeat the drum... you actually go into that trance dance
as part of the Klopse... and you walk past your own family members and
you don’t see them because you are a part of something, and I just said
‘shit man, how strong is that connection’... our traditions are very... those
are the beautiful things that we see and for me these must therefore [be]
African whether it’s South African, West African or Carribean...17
Davis seems to be saying that his own distinct Cape heritage is at one and the
same time a distinctly West African heritage, and in fact a universal heritage. His
expression taps into a world of African symbolism, which is sourced viscerally.
The narrative stories of a particular community in his earlier work transmute into
a deeper universal imagery, one which connects the Atlantic world of slavery to
the Cape if not to all slavery in human history. The artist’s subconscious preceded
his conscious intent by two decades. In his artist’s statement in 2009 he spoke
about a deliberate process, just a year old, of researching his heritage and
uncovering the story of his Sierra Leonean great-grandfather. One can’t forget
that Sierra Leoneans made the middle passage crossing, survived under slavery
and then made it back to Africa as free people.
Davis’ own self portrait/mask, Reclamation, has a map of District Six (where he grew
up) on one side of his face, along with images of African people he found during
his second sojourn on Robben Island, where he was imprisoned for seven years and
later returned as an artist and tour guide, These are layered over an aerial view of
Robben Island, on the other side of his face. In telling his own story Davis bridges the
gap in the Klopse carnival and brings Mas to centre stage. In so doing he embraces
all the oppressed peoples of the region, thereby also incorporating the despised
and even feared African heritage of many in the ‘coloured’ community. Just as Davis
promoted access for all liberation groups at the Community Arts Project (CAP) in the
1980s,18 here he urges us to see the commonalities in the cultures around us. While
at CAP he promoted this through the social practice of ensuring access for all to
learning artistic skills, here he produces art to carry this message.

16

The person who walks at the front of
the Klopse.

17

Drawn from Bridget Thompson interview with Lionel Davis, 2015.

18

Davis’ politics and promoting of
non-sectarianism at CAP is discussed
in essays by Jacqueline Nolte (Chapter
6) and Patricia de Villiers (Chapter 5).

19

This term possibly derived from ‘crewmen’ denotes people of West African heritage who came to the Cape
as sailors with the British Navy and
settled mainly in Simonstown. Peter
Clarke recalls one of the Krooman in
his community donning a straw mask
and walking in the street on certain
occasions.

Davis’ close friend, the artist and writer, Peter Clarke (1929-2014), opened Davis’
Maskerade exhibition in 2009. In his talk it seemed that Davis’ unmasking provoked
the release of memories long contained by Clarke with whom he shared a
common Krooman heritage.19 Clarke spoke about his own experiences of being
assumed to be ‘African’ not ‘coloured’ (in apartheid nomenclature), and was
arrested and beaten for not having a pass when he went to buy meat at the local
butcher for his mother. Together Clarke and Davis invited us to look more closely
at our society and reminded us of where we have come from, the continent
we live on and its terrible legacy of slavery. It was timeous and appropriate
that the elders in the Cape community should play the lead in bringing this well
understood, but not yet public, discourse about identity into the open.
The exhibition drew our attention to the multiple meanings of mask: the
psychological masking of an individual, the social role of mask in carnival at the
Cape, the heritage of mask as ritual, communication and celebration in the African
diaspora experience, along with an individual and a social process of masking and
unmasking thereby bringing Mas to public centre stage at the Cape.
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Mask (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media and collage on paper, 50 x 43.5 cm
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Mask (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media and collage on paper 57 x 40.2 cm
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Masks 5 (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media on paper, 69.5 x 88.5 cm
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Masks 4 (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media on paper, 69.5 x 88.5 cm
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Masks 3 (from the Maskerade series), 1994 - 2009. Mixed media on paper, 69.5 x 88.5 cm
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